Anticipated Farmer Grants Calendar

Note: This list includes reliable annual grants for Massachusetts farmers. Additional grants are announced and available often! Check our Grant Funding 101 page regularly and stay tuned to our e-newsletters for additional funding opportunities.

JANUARY
No anticipated dates of note

FEBRUARY
- **Apps Open:** Stewardship Assistance and Restoration on APRs ([SARA](#))
- **Apps Open:** Specialty Crops Block Grant Program ([SCBGP](#))

MARCH
- **Apps Open:** Farm Viability Enhancement Program ([FVEP](#))
- **Apps Open:** APR Improvement Program ([AIP](#))
- **Apps Open:** Matching Enterprise Grants for Agriculture ([MEGA](#))

APRIL
- **Apps Open:** Climate Smart Agriculture Program ([CSAP](#))
- **Apps Open:** Massachusetts Food Ventures Program ([MFVP](#))
- **Apps Open:** Urban Agriculture Grant Program ([UAP](#))
- **Apps Open:** Agricultural Composting Improvement Program ([ACIP](#))
- **Deadline:** Farm Viability Enhancement Program ([FVEP](#))
- **Deadline:** APR Improvement Program ([AIP](#))
- **Deadline:** Stewardship Assistance and Restoration on APRs ([SARA](#))
- **Deadline:** Matching Enterprise Grants for Agriculture ([MEGA](#))
- **Deadline:** Specialty Crops Block Grant Program ([SCBGP](#))
MAY

*Deadline:* Urban Agriculture Grant Program ([UAP](#))

JUNE

*Apps Open:* Cranberry Bog Renovation Grant ([CBRG](#))

*Deadline:* Climate Smart Agriculture Program ([CSAP](#))

*Deadline:* Massachusetts Food Ventures Program ([MFVP](#))

*Deadline:* Agricultural Composting Improvement Program ([ACIP](#))

JULY

*Deadline:* Cranberry Bog Renovation Grant ([CBRG](#))

AUGUST

*Apps Open:* Agricultural Food Safety Improvement Program ([AFSIP](#))

*Contract Start:* Farm Viability Enhancement Program ([FVEP](#))

*Contract Start:* Massachusetts Food Ventures Program ([MFVP](#))

SEPTEMBER

*Apps Open:* Organic Certification Cost Share Program ([OCCSP](#))

*Deadline:* Agricultural Food Safety Improvement Program ([AFSIP](#))

*Contract Start:* APR Improvement Program ([AIP](#))

*Contract Start:* Stewardship Assistance and Restoration on APRs ([SARA](#))

*Contract Start:* Matching Enterprise Grants for Agriculture ([MEGA](#))

*Contract Start:* Urban Agriculture Grant Program ([UAP](#))

*Contract Start:* Agricultural Composting Improvement Program ([ACIP](#))

*Contract Start:* Cranberry Bog Renovation Grant ([CBRG](#))

OCTOBER

*Contract Start:* Climate Smart Agriculture Program ([CSAP](#))

*Contract Start:* Specialty Crops Block Grant Program ([SCBGP](#))

NOVEMBER

*No anticipated dates of note*
DECEMBER

*Contract Start:* Agricultural Food Safety Improvement Program (AFSIP)
*Deadline:* Organic Certification Cost Share Program (OCCSP)

REVOLVING PROCESS / APPLY ANYTIME

Massachusetts Food Trust Program (MFTP)
NRCS's Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP)
NRCS's Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP)